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ABSTRACT   

The interest in the digital videos confidentiality in the current electronic and interrelated world has increased. Thus, this 

paper aimed at making a video steganography scheme for an acceptable security with high speed of calculation by 

embedding data (video frames) in other video frames. The techniques of embedding and encrypting video frames in a 

cover video file were done through two ways. Firstly, two keys and XOR bit operation were employed to create a large 

range of different keys for encryption. Secondly, a modified method of Least Significant Bit (LSB) technique was used 

for hiding high resolution video frames (bitmap color) in selective cover video frames, offering two security layers. The 

procedures of encrypting and hiding video data were successfully tested on many secret videos such ad Eye Video, 

Secret Medicine Video and Traffic Video. All experiments were conducted using MATLAB-GUI software, representing 

an efficient and easy tool for video management supported by powerful testing tools as histograms and mathematics for 

video quality. Experimental result demonstrated a good performance with low correlation and very high PSNR of the 

Stego video frames. 
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1. Introduction  

Recently, digital media and data (like voice, text, image, and video) have become increasingly popular in almost 

all organizations and institutions. The application of steganography, watermarking, and encryption methods to 

authenticate the digital data origin seems necessary to avoid serious threats and secure wireless data 

communication. Hence, the content of digital media should be secured in applications like confidential video 

conferencing, military, pay-per-view TV (PPV), multimedia systems of industry and medicine. Users of 

wireless portable devices need to protect their private wireless multimedia communications electronically [1, 2] 

Cryptography is the use of mathematics to secure communication and to ensure powerful confidentiality and 

privacy by encrypting and decrypting data and converting plain text intelligible data into unintelligible. The 

word cryptography is composed of two parts: The Greek term “kryptós” which means “hidden” and the suffix 

“graphin” meaning “writing”. Thus, it means “hidden writing”. Its system contains three algorithms:  

encryption, decryption and Key generation in addition to the plaintext which is normal and readable, rather than 

encrypted, messages or data. Encryption is plaintext conversion to cipher text by the use of key and the reverse 

is decryption. Cryptanalysts could succeed in breaking the ciphers through the analysis of the contents of cipher 

text to retrieve the plaintext.  To control the cryptosystem, key information is used; this key is known by the 

sender and receivers only. There are three dimensions, which are independent, of cryptographic systems:   

 

1.1. Plaintext operation 

Two operations on plaintexts happen in the conversion from plain to cipher text. In the first operation, the 

elements substitute each other in the cipher text and map from one to another such as Caesar cipher. In the 
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second operation, the characters are transposed with each other on the bases of mapping controlled by the key. 

Here, the characters of the plain texts remain the same but with movements into different places for example 

Rail Fence cipher. The majority of the systems are systems of products of many stages of substitutions and 

transpositions.  

1.2. Used key numbers 

When the sender and receivers use the same encrypt and decrypt key for the plain text, the system is symmetric, 

use single secret key. When different public and private keys are used for the encrypting and decrypting of the 

plaintext, the system is asymmetric, and sometimes called public key encryption or two – key encryption.   

1.3. The plain text processing  

Groups of bits, referred to as blocks, are used to operate the block cipher and constantly produce a cipher element 

each time while operating.  

 

Steganography is an art and a science to hiding information within data. Steganography has two image 

embedding techniques in steganography. The first is spatial domain and the second is the transform domain. 

In the spatial domain, messages are directly embedded in the Least Significant Bits (LSBs). 

In transform domain, the frequencies of the image coefficient of the cover such as Fourier, discrete cosine, or 

the wavelet are modified [3-5]. 

The reason for the comparison between the stego and cover images is to evaluate their quality. In this 

comparison, stego-image quality is measured by the use of Mean Square Error (MSE), and Peak Signal-to-Noise 

Ratio (PSNR). The former is to quantify the variation between the initial cover and the Stego image which is 

noisy or distorted.  
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The coordinates of the image are X and Y are and N,M are the number of columns and rows of the input image 

respectively. The produced image is Sxy and the cover image is Cxy.  

PSNR=10 log 10 (C2max /MSE) …..…………… (2)  

MSE is the mean square error which can be calculated by the equation (1) and Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio 

(PSNR) calculated by the equation (2)[6, 7].  

Nowadays,  internet becomes a key source for transferring information, online shopping, online money transfer, 

and online payment. However, to avoid the interception, cryptography helps to secure information effectively. 

When cryptography is used, attackers could not hack the videos because they lose control over their data before 

transmission and it becomes difficult to retrieve the original ones. There are two main kinds of cryptography: 

Symmetric and Asymmetric  Keys Cryptographies. However, steganography could conceals secrete data of plain 

texts, images, videos and/or audios in different media formats [8-10].Embedding efficiency and embedding 

payload are two determining factors in the performance of steganography. Embedding efficiency is the size of 

the data to be concealed in the cover file; whereas embedding payload is steganography system capacity to 

conceal the largest data possible with less distortion. Generally, they correlate negatively[8, 11, 12]. The video 

steganography technique has a big hiding capacity which is the extent of embeddable information). This is 

significant component for the design of an algorithm of steganography[11, 13, 14]. Furthermore, hiding data in 

video files provides additional security in the event of third party attack or accidental receipt because of the 

relative complexity of video structures in comparison with those of images and audios.  This technique uses 

pixel mapping method to hide data in video cover files. Basically, different frames are combined to produce any 

frame fixed rate video. A novel framework to conceal images in videos is replacing one LSB of each pixel in 

video frames. This framework makes it very difficult for intruders to guess the content of the image [15, 16]. 

There are a number of studies available on the video confidentiality and how to secure video contents. Some of 

these studies failed to keep the content intact such [17-19]. Some studies use a hybrid of method. For example, 

[20, 21] and [22] used a hybrid of image (not video) encryption using a private XOR operation and fractals, 

utilized three random parameters as secret keys to create many random fractal images. The majority of other 

studies such as [23-27] and  attach more importance to the image rather than the whole content of the video.  

In addition, Indrabi presented a new method of video steganography where Data Encryption Standard (DES) 

algorithm was utilized to encrypt data and LSB mechanism was applied to embed data in the cover video 
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frames[28].However, my study was different from these studies in that it used a presented a robust and secure 

hybrid model of video encryption and steganography and aimed to keep the content intact. This model has two 

security levels for communicating secret information; an efficient new symmetric encryption algorithm was 

used to encrypt secret video data before embedding them in another video. 

2. Proposed method 

The overall objective of this paper was to design a method for embedding secret video in other video files 

keeping the original content intact and concealing any hint to the intruder. Other sub-aims were following points 

(see Figure 1): 

i. Encrypting a secret video file to increase security. 

ii. Hiding encrypted secret video file in a carrier AVI video file format.  

iii. Un-hiding encrypted secret video file. 

iv. Decryption and secret video recovery. 

In the method proposed by this study, AVI file was used as secret and carrier. The study confirmed that the 

performance of video steganography is greater than other methods of steganography in terms of the amount of 

embeddable data t. The encryption of secret video data was done using two keys prior to embedding in the cover 

video to increase the information security. Since the frame was embedded by modifying only LSB, no 

significant change in the intensity of the cover frame was observed. The main steps for performing the proposed 

method were as follows:  

Firstly, a secret AVI video file was read and then distributed to the photo frames through utilizing a MATLAB 

code. Then, the frames were stored in sequence. Each frame contained a combination of three layers red, blue 

and green. After that, those frames were extracted based on such information as their number, height, width and 

frames per second. Secondly, a new symmetric key cryptography algorithm was employed to encrypt the secure 

video by using two keys and bit XOR operation. One key was used with first byte of each channel (RGB) and 

the result became the key for the second byte. Then, a matrix was generated from the two keys that could be 

incremented by any value to randomize the key range and encrypt the video frames by using bit XOR operation 

(see Figure 2). Thirdly, a modified LSB technique was applied to embed the encrypted secret video frames in 

the LSB of each pixel of the cover video frames. LSB-based steganography was one of the simplest techniques 

for hiding a secret image in LSBs of pixel values without any noticeable misrepresentations. The secret video 

frame was converted into a new 1-dimensional matrix (size x3), and was hidden in cover video frame (fill in 

red, in green and in blue) (see Figure 3). The following steps summarized the main algorithms of encryption 

and hiding employed in this study (see Figure 4): 

Step 1: Select the secret AVI video file. 

Step 2: Extract frames from the secret video file. 

Step 3: Encrypt the secret frames using two keys and XOR operation. 

Step 4: Select the cover AVI video file. 

Step 5: Extract frames from the cover video. 

Step 6: Hide the encrypted Secret frames in 

Step 7:  Cover frames using modified LSB technique. 

Step 8: Combine stego frames to make video. 

Step 9: Output Stego video. 

Step10: The end. 

 

The above steps are put in reverse to restore the original (Secret) video, to un-hiding and decrypt, see (Figure 

5):  

1: Inputting Stego Video. 

2: Extracting frames from Stego video.  

3: Getting the encrypted secret frames.  

4: Inputting secret keys.  

5: Decrypting the secret frames through utilizing the keys in reverse encryption steps to obtain the  original 

frames.  

6: Outputting the secret video.  

7: The end. 
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3. Results and discussion 

The system was applied through utilizing Matlab Graphic User Interface (GUI), representing an efficient and 

easy tool for video management supported by powerful testing tools like histograms and mathematics for image 

quality. Various examples were shown in figures 7 to 12. The suggested method was tested on different secure 

videos (Eye, Medicine Cells and Traffic) and different cover videos (Space, Plants and Bird). Experimental 

results revealed a good performance with low correlation and very high PSNR of the Stego video frames. The 

new system became operational and applicable using designed GUI system as follows: 

a) The first stage is the use of bit XOR  operation to encrypt all secret video frames to create a large range of 

different keys to make is the security of a symmetric cryptography with two keys used for creating a large range 

of different keys by. This means that more than one key could be used for encrypting each secret video frame. 

b) When the histograms of the secret and encrypted video frames were compared, the encrypted frame pixels 

had a high correlation (see Figure 6). 

c) In the second stage, the encrypted secret video frames were hiding a  high resolution bitmap color frames in 

selective cover video frames by using  LSB method. Then, PSNR was computed to determine the quality of each 

cover frame. 

d) All results revealed that all cover frames in hiding operation were characterized by a high quality. Hence, 

PSNR exceeded 50 Db (see Table 1).  

 
Figure 1. The diagram of proposed system 

 

 
 

 

Secret Video 

Frames 

Encrypt Secret 

Video Frames 

Cover Video 

Frames 

   

Embedded Encrypt Frames 

in Cover Frames 

Decrypt Secret 

Video Frames 

Unhide 

Encrypt Video 

Frames 

00110111             00000101.00110010 

00100011              00010100.00110111 

00100011             00010100.00110010 

01110011             01010000.00100011 

00011011             00101001.00110010 

00001111             00010100.00011011 

R(i,j-1)=bitxor(R(i,j),key) 

key=(R(i,j-1)) …… 

G(i,j-1)=bitxor(G(i,j),key) 

key=(G(i,j-1))……. 

B(i,j-1)=bitxor(B(i,j),key) 

key=(B(i,j-1))……. 

R(i,j)=bitxor(R(i,j),Matrix(i,j)) 

G(i,j)=bitxor(G(i,j),Matrix(i,j)) 

B(i,j)=bitxor(B(i,j),Matrix(i,j)) 
.. 

.. 

.. 
… 

     Figure 2. The generation of key ranges 
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Figure 3. Hiding encrypted secret video frames in cover video 

 

 
Figure 4.  Encrypting and concealing hiding stages 

 

 
Figure 5. Decrypt stages                    
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Figure 6. The original and encrypted secret video frames: (a) Secret video frames; (b) Secret frames; (c) 

Encrypted secret video frames; (d) Encrypted secret frame;  

with a high quality. Hence, PSNR exceeded 50 Db (see Figure 7).  

 

Figure 6: Histograms of original and encrypted secret video frames 

(a) Secret video frames (b) Histogram of secret frames 

(c) Encrypted secret video frames (d) Histogram of encrypted secret frame 

50 Db (Figure 7).  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

    

   Eye Video - frame 25                 Histogram (frame 25)                Encrypt frame 25                  Histogram of encrypt frame25 

 

       

   

     Eye Video - frame 77                 Histogram (frame 77)                 Encrypt frame 77                 Histogram of encrypt frame77 

 

 

 

   Cells Video - frame 122              Histogram (frame 122)                 Encrypt frame 122              Histogram of encrypt frame122 

 

 

 

  Cells Video - frame 205              Histogram (frame 205)                    Encrypt frame 205            Histogram of encrypt frame 205 

 

 

 

 

 

Traffic Video - frame 103               Histogram (frame 103)                 Encrypt frame 103              Histogram of encrypt frame103 

 

 

 

Traffic Video - frame 404              Histogram (frame 404)                  Encrypt frame 404             Histogram of encrypt frame404 

  
    (a)                                     (b)                                    (c)                                       (d)                               
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Table 1. the PSNR of cover video frames after hiding operation 

 

Frame No. Cover Video 

Frame 

Stego Video 

 Frame PSNR 

90   52.9871 

150   52.9869 

55   52.9848 

232   52.9898 

46   56.6998 

262   56.7008 

 
Figure 7. GUI the secret video frame  
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Figure 8. GUI the secret video frame histogram  

 

 
Figure 9. GUI secret video frame encryption  

 

 

Figure 10. GUI secret video frame encryption histogram  
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Figure 11. GUI showing the Cover video frame 

 

 

Figure 12. GUI with the stego video frame 

 

    4. Conclusion  

With the increase in the digital media, data security has become a major concern. Mere steganography is not a 

good solution to secrecy nor is mere encryption. However, integrating both methods provides an effective tool 

enabling people to communicate without possible eavesdroppers. Therefore, this paper presented a robust and 

secure hybrid model of video encryption and steganography with two security levels for communicating secret 

information. An efficient new symmetric encryption algorithm was used to encrypt secret video data before 

embedding them in another video. The encrypted image histograms were used to find the correlation of the 

reconstructed images and PSNR was utilized to find the stego quality. This study revealed that integrating 

cryptography with steganography could enhance the security of information. In addition, there was a high 

correlation in the histograms resulted, protecting the secret video data. The PSNR value was greater than 50 

db, indicating that the differences between the cover and stego frames are not visible to human eyes. Since the 

frames were embedded by modifying only LSB method, no significant change happened in the image intensity. 
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